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Oligonucleotide microarrays were employed to quantitate mRNA levels from a large number of genes
regulated by the p53 transcription factor. Responses to DNA damage and to zinc-inducible p53 were compared
for their transcription patterns in cell culture. A cluster analysis of these data demonstrates that genes
induced by ␥ radiation, UV radiation, and the zinc-induced p53 form distinct sets and subsets with a few
genes in common to all these treatments. Cell type- or cell line-specific p53 responses were detected. When
p53 proteins were induced with zinc, the kinetics of induction or repression of mRNAs from p53-responsive
genes fell into eight distinct classes, five different kinetics of induction, and three different kinetics of
repression. In addition, low levels of p53 in a cell induced or repressed only a subset of genes observed at
higher p53 levels. The results of this study demonstrate that the nature of the p53 response in diverse mRNA
species depends on the levels of p53 protein in a cell, the type of inducing agent or event, and the cell type
employed. Of 6000 genes examined for p53 regulatory responses, 107 induced and 54 repressed genes fell into
categories of apoptosis and growth arrest, cytoskeletal functions, growth factors and their inhibitors,
extracellular matrix, and adhesion genes.
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Mutations in the p53 tumor suppressor gene occur with
unusually high frequency in a broad spectrum of human
cancers (Hollstein et al. 1991; Bennett et al. 1992). Germline mutations of p53 gene, the Li–Fraumeni syndrome,
predispose to diverse types of cancers (Malkin et al.
1990). Wild-type p53 has been shown to block the transformation by activated oncogenes and inhibit tumor cell
growth in vitro (Eliyahu et al. 1989; Finlay et al. 1989;
Baker et al. 1990; Michalovitz et al. 1990). Additionally,
p53’s function as a tumor suppressor is further supported
by the observation that p53 null mice, generated by homologous targeting, are susceptible to spontaneous development of tumors at a young age (Donehower et al.
1992; Lozano and Liu 1998). A normal cell has a low
level of p53 protein, because of its short half-life, and it
is likely in a latent form. The levels and activity of p53
increase in response to cellular stress, such as DNA damage by irradiation or chemotherapeutic agents, activation of oncogenes or viral infection, hypoxia, or very low
levels of ribonucleoside triphosphate pools. Subsequently, activated p53 mediates cell cycle arrest or pro6
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grammed cell death (apoptosis), depending on the cell
type or the presence of activated oncogenes. This results
in the elimination of clones of cells that contain mutations or prevents a high mutation rate by blocking the
duplication of damaged DNA (Levine 1997; Prives and
Hall 1999).
The mechanisms leading to p53-induced cell cycle arrest and apoptosis have been extensively investigated.
Wild-type p53 is a sequence-specific transcriptional activator (Fields and Jang 1990; Raycroft et al. 1990; Farmer
et al. 1992). The consensus binding site for p53 is defined
as two copies of the 10-bp motif, 5⬘-PuPuPuC(A/T)(T/
A)GPyPyPy-3⬘, separated by 0–13 bp (Kern et al. 1991;
el-Deiry et al. 1992). The DNA-binding activity has been
mapped to the core portion of p53 (residues 102–292)
(Bargonetti et al. 1993; Pavletich et al. 1993; Wang et al.
1993), which harbors most of the missense mutations
identified in human tumors. The interaction between
p53 and its target sequence has been illustrated by crystal structures (Cho et al. 1994). The amino-terminal 42
amino acids of p53 are essential for its transcriptional
activation (Fields and Jang 1990; Unger et al. 1992; Lin et
al. 1994). The carboxy-terminal domain contains a tetramer-ization motif (Iwabuchi et al. 1993; Wang et al.
1994).
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Sequence-specific DNA binding is essential for p53 to
function as a tumor suppressor (Pietenpol et al. 1994).
Identification of transcriptional targets of p53 is critical
in understanding pathways by which p53 affects cellular
outcomes such as growth arrest and apoptosis. Many target genes have been identified that contain p53-responsive elements and are induced on p53 activation. Among
them, the p21/Waf1/Cip1 gene is most well studied. As
an inhibitor for cyclin-dependent kinases, particularly
those that function during the G1 phase of the cell cycle,
p21/Waf1/Cip1 is believed to mediate, at least in part,
p53-induced G1 arrest (el-Deiry et al. 1993; Harper et al.
1993; Xiong et al. 1993). A group of genes that are involved in cellular responses to oxidative stress have been
shown to be p53-regulated by SAGE analysis, suggesting
a role for reactive oxygen species (ROS) in p53-mediated
apoptosis (Polyak et al. 1997). In addition to its sequencespecific transactivation, p53 is also capable of repressing
gene expression from a broad spectrum of promoters that
do not appear to contain p53-responsive elements (Mack
et al. 1993; Murphy et al. 1996). This general repressive
effect on transcription is thought to be a consequence of
p53 inhibiting transcription activators or components of
the basal transcription machinery and may be important
in mediating apoptosis (Seto et al. 1992; Murphy et al.
1996).
Recent development of DNA microarray technology
permits one to monitor a large number of cellular transcripts in a parallel fashion (Schena et al. 1995; DeRisi et
al. 1997; Wodicka et al. 1997; Iyer et al. 1999). We report
an investigation of p53-regulated gene expression using
oligonucleotide microarrays. EB-1 is a human colon carcinoma cell line containing a stably tranfected p53
cDNA driven by the metallothionein promoter (Shaw et
al. 1992). Induction of p53 in these cells results in apoptosis. More than 6000 human genes were initially
screened for p53-regulated genes in EB-1 cells, and subsequently 400 genes of interest were studied in detail for
their expression kinetics following p53 induction. A
classification of these genes can now be made on the
basis of their expression profiles. Finally, the expression
of these 400 genes was also monitored and compared in
different cancer-derived cell lines following UV or ␥ irradiation. From these studies it is clear that the p53 response is quite heterogeneous, depending upon several
variables.
Results
A human colon cancer cell line with inducible p53
EB-1 is a colon tumor-derived cell line carrying a wildtype p53 gene under the control of an inducible metallothionein (MT) promoter. This cell line was chosen because the MT promoter has been shown to exhibit little
or no detectable basal activity and to give sustained high
levels of p53 expression by stimulation with 100 µM zinc
chloride. Induction of p53 in EB-1 cells results in progressive cell death within a 4-day period with clear characteristics of apoptosis. Higher concentration of zinc
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(200 µM) induces apoptosis within 24 hr. The parental EB
(deficient for endogenous p53) cells continue to grow
normally in the presence of zinc chloride at all concentrations (Shaw et al. 1992). The steady-state p53 level
increased as early as 2 hr after stimulation with 100 µM
zinc chloride, peaked between 4 and 8 hr, and the high
level of p53 protein was maintained throughout the 24hr experimental period (Fig. 1A). Human MDM2 was
also induced in these cells, but the induction was delayed compared with that of p53, indicating that p53
expressed from the transgene is indeed active (Fig. 1A).
To examine the dependence of p53 induction on the concentration of zinc, we performed additional control experiments (Fig. 1B). Lower amounts of p53 could be induced by 50 µM after 8 hr, whereas 100 µM and 200 µM
zinc chloride gave rise to much higher levels of p53 in a
dose-dependent manner (Fig. 1B). No significant cell
death was observed with 50 or 100 µM zinc during the

Figure 1. Inducible p53 in colon carcimona cell line EB-1. p53
and human MDM2 were detected by Western blots using monoclonal antibodies 1801 and 2A9, respectively. A small GTPase
Ran was used as control. (A) EB-1 cells were stimulated with
100 µM zinc chloride starting at time 0 hr, and the level of p53
protein was elevated as early as 2 hr. Maximum induction of
p53 was seen between 4 and 8 hr. Human MDM2 protein was
also induced in these cells with a delay compared with p53
induction. No induction of p53 or hMDM2 in parental EB cells
was observed following the same stimulation. The amount of 10
µg of total protein was loaded in each lane, and the same blot
was probed by anti-p53, anti-hMDM2, and anti-Ran antibodies.
(B) The levels of induced p53 protein in EB-1 cells depend on the
zinc concentration in the culture media. EB-1 cells were cultured in presence of 0, 1, 10, 50, 100, and 200 µM of zinc chloride
for 8 hr. A minimum of 50 µM of zinc was required to induce p53
proteins in these cells, and 100 and 200 µM zinc induced p53 to
much higher levels in a dose-dependent manner. The amount of
20 µg of total protein was loaded in each lane. (C) Induction of
p53 by UV and ␥ irradiation in different cancer-derived cell
lines. Each cell line was treated with radiation as indicated, and
cell lysates were prepared after 3–6 hr (see Materials and Methods). p53 was induced following both UV and ␥ irradiation in all
the cell lines tested. The amount of 65 µg of total protein was
loaded in each lane.

p53-regulated genes

first 24 hr of incubation; however, massive cell death
occurred with 200µM zinc within 24 hr. Thus, for the
initial screening and the time course of expression we
used samples from 100 µM zinc-induced EB-1 cells,
whereas the kinetics of a subset of genes were compared
to those in 50 µM zinc-induced cells.

Initial screening for p53-regulated genes
Both EB-1 and parental EB cells were stimulated with
100 µM zinc chloride for 0 (control) and 12 hr. Poly(A)
RNAs were isolated from both cell lines before and after
p53 induction, labeled, and hybridized to the oligonucleotide microarrays (Human GeneChip 6500, Affymetrix), which contains probes for 7464 genes representing 6003 unique accession numbers at time of design
(Lockhart et al. 1996). Induction by p53 was evaluated for
each gene by calculating the ratio of gene intensity in
EB-1 cells to that in parental EB cells following 12 hr in
zinc (EB-1/EB ratio) (Alon et al. 1999). The reciprocal of
this ratio was employed as an index for p53-mediated
repression (EB/EB-1 ratio). Data from two independent
experiments were averaged. To compile a list of p53responsive genes, only those genes with greater than
threefold induction or repression in the presence of zinc
and with an induced intensity of 100 units or greater
were selected, because of large experimental variations
for genes with intensity values <100 and expression ratio
<3. This list, containing 107 induced genes ranging from
3- to 64-fold and 54 repressed genes ranging from 3- to
20-fold, can be obtained from our web site, http://www.
molbio.princeton.edu/levinelb/p53genes. Thus, 1.8% of
the genes on the chip were induced and 0.9% of the
genes were repressed.
Many known p53-responsive genes were identified in
the experiment, including p21/Waf1/Cip1, IGFBP-3,
GADD45, and TGF-␣. In addition, a number of previously unknown genes were also shown to be regulated by
p53 (see the list of p53-responsive genes on the web site).

Many of these results were confirmed by either Northern
blot analysis (data not shown) or reverse transcription–
polymerase chain reaction (RT–PCR).
To classify p53-regulated genes, each induced gene
(n = 107) was placed into a broad functional category.
This group was then compared with 100 randomly selected genes from the Affymetrix GeneChip array. Interestingly, genes classified as coding for cytoskeletal features, growth factors, and extracellular matrix or cell adhesion proteins were significantly (P < 0.02) more
frequent in the list of p53-induced genes (Fig. 2). As anticipated, genes associated with apoptosis or growth arrest were also more abundant in the p53-induced gene
list (Fig. 2). In contrast, genes that appear to be involved
in cellular metabolism or have unknown functions were
less prevalent compared with the randomly selected
genes.

Eight clusters of temporal expression profiles
From the initial screening, 161 genes appeared to be p53
responsive. To study in detail the expression kinetics of
these genes in response to p53 induction, a spotted oligonucleotide microarray representing 400 genes was developed from our initial list of p53-regulated genes, together with genes reported to be potential p53 targets
and some control genes. Using these p53-spotted oligonucleotide arrays, an examination was carried out of the
temporal patterns of gene transcription following p53 induction in EB-1 cells. Sample RNAs were isolated from
EB-1 and the parental EB cells treated with 100 µM zinc
chloride for 0 (control), 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 hr. RNAs
transcribed from the EB-1 cDNA were labeled with Cy5
and mixed with EB-derived RNAs labeled with Cy3. The
expression level of each gene was then represented by a
relative ratio of its intensity in EB-1 cells to that in the
control EB cells.
The temporal profiles of gene expression were quite
diverse among the 400 genes. To classify these expres-

Figure 2. Functional grouping of p53-induced genes (open bars) compared with the
same grouping of 100 randomly selected
genes (solid bars). Significant differences
(P < 0.02) are indicated by an asterisk. p53induced genes were enriched for genes involved in apoptosis, growth arrest, the
cytoskeleton, growth factors, and cell adhesion. Genes involved in cell metabolism
were less abundant compared with a randomly selected gene pool.
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sion profiles, we performed cluster analysis using the
GENE CLUSTER program (Eisen et al. 1998). Genes
were selected for this analysis if their expression levels
in EB-1 cells following p53 induction were different from
that in EB control by at least a factor of 2.5 in at least two
time points. With these criteria, 69 genes were included
in the cluster analysis shown in Figure 3. These genes
fall into eight clusters with distinct expression kinetics
following p53 induction (Fig. 4). The genes found in each
cluster are summarized in Table 1.
p53 is a transcriptional regulator for many genes. Because of differences in binding affinities for different promoters and mode of regulation, p53-responsive genes are
likely to show different kinetics in their expression profiles after p53 induction, as was observed in this cluster
analysis. The transcriptional activation of some genes

was obvious as early as 2 hr after stimulation with 100
µM zinc chloride. These genes, represented in cluster 2,
include known p53-activated targets such as p21/Waf1/
Cip1 and GADD45. Genes in clusters 1 and 3 showed
intermediate response and were activated between 4 and
8 hr of incubation with zinc. The late genes, shown in
cluster 4, were not activated until after 8 hr of zinc induction. Cluster 5 contains genes that were transiently
induced by p53, however the expression profiles were
quite heterogeneous among them. Some genes like
BMP4 and cdc42Hs kinase (ack) were activated as early
as 2 hr, whereas P2XM was not activated until 8 hr after
addition of zinc.
The p53-repressed genes also exhibited heterogeneous
kinetics in their response to p53 induction, with early
responsive genes in cluster 6, late responsive genes in
cluster 7, and some transiently repressed genes in cluster
8. Genes in cluster 8 also displayed very heterogeneous
profiles.
To determine the reliability of these results, this experiment was repeated, but the mRNA levels were measured using RT–PCR. As shown in Figure 5, the expression profiles measured by these two independent methods were very similar, even though the absolute value for
each mRNA level might be different between the two
measurements.
Some genes, such as Bak and IG␥, were activated by
p53 to a lesser extent, and therefore were not included in
this analysis. Some of the well-known p53-regulated
genes were also absent in this study, either because the
oligonucleotides on the chip do not allow efficient hybridization (such as human mdm2 gene) or simply because these genes are not represented on the chips (such
as Bax).
Different functional groups of p53-regulated genes

Figure 3. Cluster analysis of gene expression profiles following
p53 induction. A total of 69 genes selected for this analysis were
clustered into several groups on the basis of the similarity of
their expression profiles by a reported procedure (Eisen et al.
1998). The expression level of each gene is represented by the
ratio of gene intensity in EB-1 over that in EB and is shown in a
horizontal strip. The degree of redness represents level of induction, whereas that of greenness represents level of repression.
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p53 regulates various cellular responses upon activation.
To examine its effect in detail, we classified the p53responsive genes into different functional groups, as
shown in Table 2.
The first prominent group of genes was involved in
cell cycle regulation. On p53 induction in EB-1 cells,
many of the early responsive genes were cell cycle regulators, including p21/Waf1/Cip1, GADD45, and G0S8.
G0S8 is involved in G0 /G1 switch (Siderovski et al.
1994). A negative growth regulator MyD118, which is a
GADD45 homolog (Liebermann and Hoffman 1998), and
14-3-3 protein , which aids in a G2 arrest after ␥ irradiation (Hermeking et al. 1997), were activated at a delayed time. Meanwhile, CDK2 and RbAp46, the latter of
which is a Rb-binding protein (Guan et al. 1998), were
down-regulated as early as 2 hr after zinc induction.
Among the delayed repressed gene products (cluster 7),
most were involved in cell cycle progression, such as a
Cyclin B2 homolog and MAD2, or in DNA replication,
such as topoisomerase II ␣ and DNA primase.
The second group of genes activated appeared to play
important roles in apoptosis and oxidative stress response, and these genes were activated at intermediate-

p53-regulated genes

Figure 4. Average expression profiles for each gene cluster. The expression profile of each gene in a cluster was normalized onto a
0–10 scale and then averaged. Eight clusters were derived from the cluster analysis, showing different induction kinetics.

to-late stages. For example, both Fas/APO-1 and
KILLER/DR5 were induced around 4 hr following zinc
stimulation. Activation of these death receptors by their
cognate ligands triggers apoptosis in various cell types
(Wu et al. 1997; Muller et al. 1998). In addition, p53 also
activates genes regulating cellular responses to oxidative
stress, such as Pig3 (Polyak et al. 1997) and neutrophil
NADPH oxidase (Lomax et al. 1989). Meanwhile, superoxide dismutase 3, an important enzyme to eliminate
reactive oxygen species from the cell, was immediately
repressed following p53 induction.
Among the p53-regulated genes, many encode components of the extracellular matrix and their modifying enzymes, cytoskeleton, and nuclear matrix proteins. The
responses vary in this group, for example, two collagen
genes and plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI-1), an inhibitor for the proteases that degrade extracellular matrix, were activated at early-to-intermediate time points,
whereas cytoskeleton genes, such as actin and cytokeratins (which might terminally differentiate cells) were
activated at a later stage. Interestingly, NRP/B, a nuclear
matrix protein that interacts with the retinoblastoma
protein (p110Rb) (Kim et al. 1998), was activated only 2
hr after p53 induction. Both caveolin and Annexin XIII
are membrane proteins that are involved in vesicle trafficking within a cell (Fiedler et al. 1995; Parton 1996); yet
these two genes were activated at very different stages
(Table 2).
The fourth group includes genes that participate in the
signal transduction pathways within a cell. They include
cell surface receptors (Eck, P2XM, and EPR-1), intracellular effectors (Ack, Hsr1, Arl2), and DNA-binding proteins (C/EBP␣). The kinetics of this group of genes exhibits a great deal of heterogeneity, indicating that several different signaling pathways might be activated in
the same cell at different times. In particular, a group of
small GTPases and their associated factors, such as human rhoHP1, Cdc42HS kinase Ack, and Ral, a GDP dis-

sociation stimulator, were regulated by p53 (Table 2).
These genes belong to the Ras and Rho family, members
of which regulate diverse functions, including actin cytoskeletal organization, mitogen-activated protein kinase cascades, cell cycle progression, and even cellular
transformation.
Two of the p53-regulated genes were involved in angiogenesis, endothelin 2, and thrombospondin 1, the latter of which is a potent inhibitor of angiogenensis. Several growth factors and growth factor inhibitors, including IGFBP-3, TGF-␣, and two TGF-␤ family members, were also activated by p53, suggesting p53 might
regulate the cells adjacent to a p53-activated cell in the
body.
Dose-dependent gene activation by p53
The level of p53 induction in EB-1 cells depends on the
concentration of zinc chloride in the culture medium
(Fig. 1B). This permitted an investigation of the effect of
p53 levels on gene transcription. Zinc (50 µM) could induce p53 protein to a level that was comparable with
that of endogenous p53 induced by ␥ irradiation in another colon carcinoma cell line HCT116 (Fig. 1B,C;
data not shown), whereas 100 µM zinc induced p53 protein to a much higher concentration (Fig. 1B). The expression profiles of the 69 genes were compared in cells
stimulated with either 50 or 100 µM zinc chloride. A
total of 24 genes were activated and 15 genes were repressed in both 50 and 100 µM zinc-induced cells. Some
sample expression profiles are shown in Figure 6A, and
the complete list is available at our web site. Most of the
temporal patterns of these genes were similar between
the two measurements, although a few genes, such as
GADD45, SOD3, and CDK2, showed slight delays in
their response to 50 µM zinc. Among the genes that were
not responsive to 50 µM zinc induction, but were induced
at 100 µM zinc chloride, some of them have been shown
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Table 1.

List of genes in different clusters

Accession
no.

Definition
cluster 1
endothelin 2

M65199
AF090950

Accession
no.

Definition

Accession
no.

Definition

cluster 4
M31159

IGFBP-3

J02947

X57348

14-3-3 Protein

M68520

superoxide dismutase 3;
extracellular
cyclin-dependent kinase 2

negative growth regulator
MyD118
TRAIL receptor 2
(KILLER/DR5)
cluster 2

X70340

TGF-␣

U35143

AF026246

AB000584

TGF-␤ superfamily protein

X62571

endogenous retrovirus H and
E sequence
keratin 17

retinoblastoma-binding
protein
cluster 7

D28480

U03106

p21/waf1

R42736

DNA replication licensing
factor cdc47 homolog
prothymosin ␣

Z18951
X06268

caveolin
collagen; type II ␣1

Y00503
D85815

AF059611

nuclear matrix protein
NRP/B (NRPB)

M26152

serum amyloid a protein
precursor

M12623

X54156

tumor protein p53

M13755

U31278

M60974

GADD45

M26062

L13463

regulator of G-protein
signaling 2 G0S8
potassium channel ␣
subunit
cluster 3

Z11502

interferon-induced 17-kD
protein
interleukin-2 receptor ␤
chain (IL-2Rb)
ANNEXIN XIII

AF016266

L36069

M59371

tyrosine-protein kinase
receptor eck

AF010309
J05192
M67454

Homo sapiens Pig3
actin; ␣2
apoptosis (APO-1/FAS)

L14577
M74178

cystathionine-␤-synthase
macrophage stimulating
protein (msp)
complement component 4A
H. sapiens tetraspan NET-1
mRNA
keratin 5

K02403
AF065388
M21389
M16006
U14417
X15880

plasminogen activator
inhibitor (PAI-1)
Ral GDP dissociation
stimulator
collagen; type VI; ␣1

U28369
M32011
M36263

D30751
M99564
X14787
L13738
AB002058
AF010316

ESTs; similar to KIAA0835
protein
keratin 19
human DNA for rhoHP1,

human semaphorin V
mRNA;
neutrophil NADPH oxidase 2

L25665
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D14657
X62534
D83987
X75252
U16799

cluster 5
BMP4
P protein (melanocytespecific transporter)
thrombospondin 1
human activated
p21cdc42Hs kinase (ack)
HUMAN P2XM
H. sapiens Pig12 (PIG12)

L25931
X74330
J04088

phosphoglycerate mutase 1
(brain)
possible GTP-binding
protein hsr1

to contain p53-binding sites, such as Pig3 (Fig. 6B). The
different responses among p53-regulated genes to lowlevel p53 could reflect the difference in p53 protein’s
affinity for these promoters. It is also possible that additional cellular events occurred in response to different
stimuli and modified p53’s activity or altered proteins that cooperate with p53 in its transcriptional regulation.
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AA644331
L13687

Estradiol 17
␤-dehydrogenase 1

cluster 6
J04173

M14630

M15024
L32866

Y11525
L07597
X77567

ESTs; similar to cyclin B2
ADP-ribosylation factor-like
protein 2 (ARL2)
human non-histone
chromosomal protein
HMG-17
mitotic feedback control
protein Madp2 homolog
human KIAA0101 gene;
high-mobility group 2
(HMG2)
human mRNA for
KIAA0030
prostatic binding protein
ATPase; Na+/K+
transporting; beta 1
polypeptide
lamin B receptor
DNA primase polypeptide 1
topoisomerase (DNA) II
alpha
Myb proto-oncogene protein
human effector cell protease
receptor-1 (EPR-1)
cluster 8
CCAAT/enhancer binding
protein (C/EBP␣)
ribosomal protein S6 kinase;
90 kD; polypeptide 2
H. sapiens mRNA for InsP3
5-phosphatase

Gene expression following radiation
in different cancer cell lines
Irradiation of a cell causes DNA damage and induces
growth arrest in certain cells or apoptosis in others. The
cellular response to radiation is quite complicated and
involves coordinated activities from many genes, some
of which are p53-mediated. The gene expression patterns

p53-regulated genes

Figure 5. Independent measurements of selected gene expression levels by RT–PCR (left) and p53-spotted oligonucleotide arrays
(right). Expression levels measured by RT–PCR were normalized to GAPDH and plotted relative to the level in control cells. Both
methods gave very similar results in the gene expression profiles.

in cells after UV and ␥ irradiation were examined using
the p53-spotted oligonucleotide arrays. Cell lines selected for this experiment included a breast cancer cell
line MCF-7, a teratocarcinoma cell line Tera-1, and a
neuroblastoma cell line IMR32. All of these lines contain wild-type p53 and the level of steady-state p53 increased on UV or ␥ irradiation (Fig. 1C; data not shown).
We also included two cell lines with null p53, a human
colon tumor cell line EB and a human lung cancer cell
line H1299. Sample RNAs were isolated from control
cells and UV- or ␥-irradiated cells, which were then labeled and hybridized to the p53 spotted oligonucleotide
arrays. The expression level of each gene was represented
by the ratio of its intensity in irradiated cells over that in
the control.
To decipher the different gene expression patterns following UV and ␥ irradiation in different cell lines, a twoway cluster analysis of selected genes was performed. A
total of 112 genes were selected for this analysis in four
UV-treated cell lines and four ␥-irradiated cell lines together with EB-1 cells at four different time points after
zinc-mediated p53 induction. On the first dimension of
this analysis we found that four clusters were formed
(Fig. 7): ␥-irradiated cells with wild-type p53, UV-treated
cells with wild-type p53, EB-1 cells following p53 induction, and cells with null p53. The cellular transcriptional
patterns following ␥ treatment were very similar to each
other in cells with wild-type p53, and this was also the
case for the UV-radiated cells. The gene expression patterns in the p53 null cell lines were distinct from those
of the cell lines with wild-type p53. Although UV and ␥
radiation induced changes in certain gene expressions in
p53 null cell lines, these changes were different from
those of cells with wild-type p53. Thus the overall transcription pattern of a cell depends on the nature of radiation and p53 status in the cell.
On the second dimension, the 112 genes included in
this analysis fall into 9 clusters in cells with wild-type
p53 (Fig. 7). A partial summary is shown in Table 2, and
the complete list of genes in each cluster is available on
our web site. Only a small number of genes were induced
in several cell types following UV radiation, ␥ radiation,

and zinc-induced p53 activation (cluster C), including
p21/Waf1/Cip1, GADD45, Bak, and a TGF-␤ family
member. Similar results were seen for repressed genes
following all three treatments (cluster I), which included
Lamin B receptor, superoxide dismutase 3, and C/EBP ␣.
Many genes activated by p53 in EB-1 cells were not detected in either UV- or ␥-irradiated cells. These genes
were grouped in cluster A, including G0S8, Cytokeratin
5, and Ral GDP dissociation stimulator. On the other
hand, quite a few genes that were not detected in EB-1
cells were activated in either UV-irradiated cells (cluster
H), or ␥-treated cells (clusters D and G), or both (cluster
E). This result suggested that activation of these genes by
a specific type of radiation likely requires other cellular
factors in addition to p53. Furthermore, it was known
that p53 protein itself was differentially modified following different types of DNA damage, and such modifications may lead to activation of different downstream
genes (Banin et al. 1998; Canman et al. 1998; Khanna et
al. 1998; Lu et al. 1998). Most of these changes in gene
expressions were not observed in p53 null cell lines. This
indicates that most of the gene regulations observed in
this study were very likely to be p53 dependent.
Although the cellular transcription profiles of ␥- or
UV-treated cells were similar to each other, for each individual gene, the response was quite heterogeneous. As
shown in Table 2, many genes were only regulated in
some ␥- or UV-irradiated cells, but not in others. This
heterogeneity suggested cell line- or cell type-specific
p53 responses.
Discussion
It is now clear that the p53 protein integrates a large
number of signals in a cell from various classes of DNA
damage, levels of ribonucleoside triphosphate pools, the
presence of activated oncogenes, etc. (Levine 1997;
Prives and Hall 1999). The p53 protein is kept at low
levels via its short half-life, but in response to cellular
stress the half-life of p53 increases, p53 protein levels
rise, and the protein is activated for transcription probably via phosphorylation, acetylation, or other modifica-
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Table 2.

Different functional groups of p53-regulated genes

Function

Gene definition

p53
regulation

Response

Response to
50 µM zinc

UVa

␥a

Apoptosis

Fas/APO-1
KILLER/DR5
Homo sapiens Pig3
cystathionine-␤-synthase
serum amyloid a protein precursor
neutrophil cytosolic factor 2
H. sapiens Pig12 (PIG12)
superoxide dismutase 3; extracellular
p21/Waf1
GADD45
regulator of G-protein signaling 2 G0S8
negative growth regulator MyD118
14-3-3 protein
cyclin-dependent kinase 2
retinoblastoma-binding protein (RbAp46)
prothymosin ␣
ESTs; similar to CYCLIN B2
MAD2 mitotic feedback protein Madp2
lamin B receptor
DNA primase polypeptide 1
topoisomerase (DNA) II ␣
DNA replication licensing factor
chromosomal protein HMG-17
high-mobility group 2 (HMG2)
collagen; type II ␣1
collagen; type VI ␣1
macrophage stimulating protein (msp)
plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI-1)
nuclear matrix protein NRP/B (NRPB)
actin; ␣2
keratin 5
keratin 17
keratin 19
caveolin
ANNEXIN XIII
tyrosine-protein kinase receptor eck
Ral GDP dissociation stimulator
interleukin-2 receptor ␤ chain (IL-2Rb)
human DNA for rhoHP1,
HUMAN P2XM
p21cdc42Hs kinase(ack)
possible GTP-binding protein hsr1
effector cell protease receptor-1 (EPR-1)
ADP-ribosylation factor-I (ARL2)
Myb proto-oncogene protein
ribosomal protein S6 kinase 2,90 KD
InsP3 5-phosphatase
CCAAT/enhancer binding prot. (C/EBP␣)
TGF-␤ superfamily protein
IGFBP-3
transforming growth factor; ␣
BMP4
endothelin 2
thrombospondin 1

activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
repression
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
repression
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation
activation

intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
late
late
transient
early
early
early
early
intermediate
late
early
early
late
late
late
late
late
late
late
late
late
early
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
early
intermediate
intermediate
late
late
early
late
intermediate
intermediate
late
late
transient
transient
early
late
late
late
transient
transient
transient
early
late
late
transient
intermediate
transient

−
+
−
−
−
−
−
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
−
+
+
+
−
−
+
−
−
+
−
−
+
−
−
−
−
−
+
−
+
+
+
+
+
+
−
+
−
−
−
−
+
+
−
+
−
−

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0

3
1
3
1
1
0
0
2
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
0
1
0
3
1
1
0
1
0
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
2
2
0
3
1
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
2
3
1
3
1
3
0

Oxidative stress

Cell cycle

DNA replication

ECM
Cell migration
Nuclear matrix
Cytoskeleton

Membrane protein
Signal transduction

Growth factor
inhibitor

Angiogenesis
a

Number of treated cell lines showed 2.5-fold or higher changes compared to control.

tions. Different types of DNA damage activate distinct
protein kinases (e.g., ␥ radiation activates ATM/ATR),
which phosphorylate distinct serine or threonine residues on the p53 protein (Banin et al. 1998; Canman et al.
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1998; Khanna et al. 1998). Thus, it is possible that the
p53 transcriptional response will depend on the nature of
the DNA damage. The experiments presented here provide three experimental situations: (1) increased p53 lev-

p53-regulated genes

Figure 6. Gene regulation by different levels of p53. (A) Genes in this group were responsive to p53 at both high and low levels. (B)
Genes in this group only responded to high level of p53. Selected gene expression profiles from each group are shown for both 100 and
50 µM zinc-induced cells.

els and no DNA damage (zinc inducible); (2) UV damage;
and (3) ␥ irradiation. Interestingly, the genes that are
transcribed in a p53-dependent manner differ markedly
between these three situations, having a small subset in
common. Thus, the results presented here support the
model where distinct stressful situations in a cell are
reported to p53 in a distinct fashion via protein modifications and the responses are different. This is clearly
the case for p53 sensing an activated oncogene. Myc or
E2F-1 activation increases the levels of p19ARF, which
in turn inhibits MDM-2 nuclear cytoplasmic shuttling
and increases the half-life of p53 (de Stanchina et al.
1998; Zindy et al. 1998; Tao and Levine 1999; Zhang and
Xiong 1999). ␥-Radiation (mediated by ATM/ATR protein kinase) and apurinic acid sites (mediated by Ref-1)
represent distinct pathways to p53 activation (Jayaraman
et al. 1997; Canman et al. 1998).
Another explanation for the heterogeneous responses
of gene transcription to p53 activation by diverse agents
could be that p53 protein levels in a cell are different
when diverse stress signals are used. Indeed, experiments
presented here demonstrate different p53 levels in different cells in response to diverse signals (Fig. 1), and different levels of p53 in a cell can regulate some genes but
not others (Fig. 6). The p53 DNA responsive element is
quite degenerate in its sequence requirements and the

binding constant of the p53 to different elements could
play a role here. If things were as simple as this, one
might expect that genes responsive to 50 µM zinc chloride (i.e., with high binding constants) would form the
same set of genes that produce p53-dependent mRNAs
very rapidly after p53 induction (Fig. 4, cluster 2). That is
not the case (Table 2), and so it seems likely that the
great diversity in the kinetics of p53-responsive genes
(Fig. 4; Table 1) is likely regulated by additional factors
(i.e., mRNA half-life, transport of mRNA, etc.). In addition, it is not clear whether these genes are direct transcriptional targets of p53, even though the regulations
were observed following p53 activation. It is likely that
some of the late regulated genes may be indirect targets
of p53.
This is the first paper to demonstrate a clear set of
p53-repressed genes under physiological conditions (i.e.,
without DNA transfection). There were a number of cytoskeletal functions in the category of repressed genes.
The Map-4 gene has previously been identified as a p53repressed gene, and it may play a role in the phenotype of
p53 induction (Murphy et al. 1996). A number of experiments have indicated that p53-mediated repression of
some genes could lead to or contribute to apoptosis.
This manuscript confirms a number of p53-responsive
genes and extends the list. About 1%–2% of the genes
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complete catalog of these genes expressed in each experimental situation. This heterogeneity might well explain
the differences between responses to chemotherapy or
radiation by tumor cell or tissue types. The role of p53 in
both the origins of tumors and the response to chemotherapy indicates that these types of studies will surely
be useful in developing a more rational approach to cancer treatments.

Materials and methods
Cell culture

Figure 7. Cluster analysis of gene expression patterns after UV
or ␥ irradiation. A total of 112 genes and 5 different cell lines
following indicated radiation were included in this analysis.
This analysis was performed in two dimensions, with one for
cell lines and radiation, the other one for 112 genes. Cells with
wild-type p53 fall into distinct clusters following different irradiation. The 112 genes were clustered into 9 groups with different expression patterns in cells with wild-type p53 following
different types of radiation.

tested were p53 inducible and 1% was p53 repressible.
Many of these genes have been shown to be involved
in apoptosis (Fas/APO-1, Killer/DR5), or cell cycle arrest (p21/Waf1/Cip1, GADD45, G0S8, 14-3-3, RbAp46,
MAD2, etc.). These are expected p53 responses. Equally
interesting, however, is the growing list of proteins made
by the cell in response to p53 induction, which are secreted growth factors and inhibitors, extracellular matrix
proteins, or proteins regulating angiogenesis (see Table
2). These proteins suggest a role for p53 in influencing
adjacent cells in a tumor or in altering metastatic potential of tumor cells. Several of the proteins regulated by
p53 deal with oxidative stress as first shown by Vogelstein and his colleagues (Polyak et al. 1997), whereas a
wide variety of signal transduction functions are also
represented in the p53-mediated response (Table 2).
What is clear and impressive about the collection of
p53-responsive gene expression patterns reported here is
their heterogeneity, depending on p53 protein levels in a
cell, the type of stress employed to induce p53, the cell
type or cell line employed, and the kinetics with which
p53-responsive genes are observed. It will clearly take
additional time and systematic studies to elucidate a
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The human colon carcinoma cell line EB-1, containing a stably
transfected p53 transgene under the transcriptional control of
the metallothionein promoter, and its parental cell line EB were
described previously (Shaw et al. 1992). These cells were maintained in RPMI media with 10% FBS. For EB-1 cells this media
was supplemented with 0.5 gram/liter geneticin (GIBCO BRL).
For p53 induction, EB-1 and control EB cells were cultured in
the presence of 50, 100, or 200 µM zinc chloride for the time
points indicated, and p53 induction was monitored by Western
analysis using the monoclonal antibody 1801. The human
breast carcinoma cell line MCF-7 was maintained in the RPMI
media with 10% FBS. The lung cancer cell line H1299, colon
carcinoma HCT116, teratocarcinoma Tera1, and neuroblastoma IMR32 were all maintained in DMEM with 10% FBS.
Cells were treated with 20 J of UV, and RNA samples were
isolated 6 hr after the irradiation. For ␥ irradiation, all cells were
treated with 6 Gy of ␥-ray, and RNAs were isolated 4 hr later,
except for MCF-7, which was treated with 10 Gy of ␥-ray and
RNAs were isolated 3 hr later. High levels of p53 were induced
at these time points in each cell line.
DNA microarray
Human GeneChip 6500
Oligonucleotides of defined sequence were synthesized onto
glass using a light-directed, solid-phase combinatorial chemistry approach that has been described previously (Human
GeneChip 6500, Affymetrix) (Lockhart et al. 1996; McGall et al.
1996; Wodicka et al. 1997). In addition to the cDNAs and ESTs
of interest, each array contains oligomers designed to hybridize
with control mRNA samples. These control features are used to
assure uniform response across the four microarrays used in this
experiment. For each experimental mRNA sample, the average
intensity of all genes is adjusted to the same value to compensate for array-related differences in hybridization efficiency and
signal intensity. In these experiments, the average intensity of
all genes was set to 46 intensity units.
P53-array
The spotted oligonucleotide arrays contain oligonucleotides for
the interrogation of 400 genes. These 400 genes include 161
from our initial screening, 159 reported p53 targets, together
with 80 housekeeping genes as control. Three oligomers of 50
nucleotides were used to represent each gene based on the sequence reliability and uniqueness. For hybridization, total RNA
was isolated from cells and reverse transcribed using a primer
containing oligo(dT) and a T7 promoter. The resulting cDNAs
were then in vitro transcribed using Megascript kit (Ambion),
followed by reverse transcription using random hexamers in the
presence of Cy3– or Cy5–dUTP (Amersham). The labeled tar-
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gets were hybridized to the p53-spotted oligonucleotide arrays,
and the fluorescent intensity at each element was read by a laser
scanner (ScanArray 3000, General Scanning). Some sense oligonucleotides were printed on the arrays to control for background, and the average intensity from these sense oligonucleotides on each array was subtracted from the integrated intensity
of each element on the array. The resulting intensity for each
element was then normalized across different arrays by adjusting the average intensity of all genes to 100 units.
Data analysis
For data from Human GeneChip 6500, variation was appreciable at intensities of ⱕ10. Therefore, these low values were
judged to contain a significant component of noise and were
transformed to 10. The ratio of gene intensity in EB-1 cells to
that in EB was used to represent the p53-mediated induction,
and the reciprocal ratio was employed as p53-mediated repression. Only those genes with threefold induction or repression in
the presence of zinc and an induced intensity of ⱖ100 were
selected in developing the list of p53-responsive genes, because
large experimental variations were observed for genes with intensity <100 or expression ratio <3.
For data from p53 arrays, the ratio of intensity in EB-1 cells to
that in EB cells was used to represent the expression level of
each gene. For the cluster analysis of temporal patterns, only
those with expression level in EB-1 cells deviated from that in
EB cells by at least a factor of 2.5 in at least two time points
were selected for the analysis. For the cluster analysis of gene
expression following radiation, 112 genes were selected based
on the criteria that levels of expression changed by at least
2.5-fold in at least four samples. The relative intensity for each
gene selected was log2 transformed before input into the cluster
program.
RT–PCR
Total RNA (2 µg) was reverse transcribed from oligo-dT primers,
and the resulting cDNA was amplified by PCR using gene-specific primers. Signal intensities were monitored by densitometric analysis using NIH Image software. Each time course was
normalized against GAPDH and transformed into a ratio of the
level in EB-1 cells to that in controls. The data was plotted after
log2 transformation.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical significance was examined with the 2 test with the
null hypothesis rejected at P < 0.02, employing Statistica software (Statsoft, Tulsa).
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